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Abstract 
An initial value problem for an impulsive system of differential-difference quations of neutral type is considered. The 
impulses take place at fixed moments. 
By means of Lyapunov's direct method sufficient conditions for uniform asymptotic stability of the zero solution of 
such systems are found. 
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1. Introduction 
It is characteristic for the evolution of many real processes that at certain moments hey change 
their state by jumps. An adequate mathematical model of such processes are the impulsive systems 
of differential and differential-difference equations. 
Their theory is considerably more complex than the theory of the ordinary differential equations 
(without impulses). This is due to a number of their properties such as loss of the property of 
autonomy, merging of the solutions, bifurcation, etc. On the other hand, the properties listed above 
require the introduction of new and modification of the standard methods of investigation. This is 
the main reason why their theory is developing rather slowly [1, 2]. 
One of the traditional problems of the qualitative theory of these systems is the finding of 
effective sufficient conditions for stability of their solutions. 
We shall note that the stability theory for functional differential equations (without impulses), on 
the one hand, and for impulsive differential equations (without delay), on the other hand, is 
comparatively well developed [3-8]. 
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In the present paper by means of Lyapunov's  direct method sufficient condit ions for uniform 
asymptot ic  stability of the zero solution of impulsive systems of differential-difference equations of 
neutral type are found. 
2. Statement of the problem. Preliminary notes 
Let ~" be the n-dimensional Eucl idean space with elements x = col(x1, . . . ,  x,) and norm 
~" x~)l/2,(to, Xo)~×~"andh=const>O,~+ =[0,~) .  I x l  = ( k=l  
Let to -h=zo<Z~< ... <Zk<rk+l< "'" be a given sequence of real numbers. Let 
q~o : [to - h, to] ~ ~" be a continuously differentiable function in the set [to - h, to]\{zk, k ~ [~} and 
at the points ~1, rE .. . .  situated in the interval (to - h, to), ~Oo has discontinuities of the first kind and is 
continuous from the left; ~bo does not exist in the usual sense at the points zl, z2 .. . .  but both limits 
~bO(Zk -- 0) and ~bO(Zk + 0) do exist; for the sake of convenience we assume that ~bo(Tk) = ~bO(Zk -- 0), 
95o(to -- h) = ~bo(to - h + 0) and ~bo(to) = q~o(to - 0), thus ~bo is continuous in the set [to - h, to]\{~k, 
k ~ ~} with discontinuities of the first kind at the points T-~, z2, ... at which it is continuous from the left. 
Denote  by x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, ~Oo) the solution of the initial value problem 
it(t) = D:~(t - h) + Ax( t )  + Bx( t  - h), t > to, t ~ T,k, 
x(t) =  Oo(t), t [ to  - h, to], 
(1) 
X(to + O) = Xo, 
dX(Zk) = X(Zk + O) -- X(Zk -- O) = Ik(X(Zk)), Zk > to, 
where A, B and D are constant matrices of type (n× n); q~O(Zk + O)= ~O0('rk)+ Ik(~OO(Zk)) for 
Zk 6 [to -- h, to]; I k :E"  ~ ~", k = 1,2, . . .  
The solution x(t) of the initial value problem (1) is characterized by the following: 
(1) For  to -  h ~< t ~< to the solution x(t) coincides with the function q~o(t) (and ~ = ~bo by 
definition everywhere in this interval). 
Let l = min{k 6 N :Zk > to} (it is possible that l = 1; without loss of generality we exclude the 
case when Zk = to for some k e ~). I f />  1, then x(t)  and ~(t) have discontinuities of the first kind at 
the points z l . . . .  , z~_ ~ ~ (to - h, to). 
(2) For  to < t ~< T-t the solution x(t) coincides with the solution of the problem without impulses 
£(t) = DJc(t - h) + Ax( t )  + Bx( t  - h), t > to, 
x(t) = q~o(t), t • [to -- h, to-], 
X(to + O) = Xo. 
More  precisely, if I > 1, let ~1 < "~2 < " ' "  < ~kl be all points, if any, of the form T-k +jh ,  
k = O, 1, . . . ,  l - 1, j e ~,  situated in the interval (to, z3. Then for to < t < '~1 the solution x(t) of 
problem (1) coincides with the solution of the problem 
fc(t) = D(oo(t - h) + Ax( t )  + Brpo(t - h), t ) to ,  
X(to + O) = Xo, 
and we assume that x(fx) = x(f l  - 0). 
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Suppose that the solution x(t) has been already defined for to - h ~< t <~ f~, i <~ kl. Then for 
~ < t < ~+ 1 i f /<  kl, or for ~, < t < zt if i = kl,  x(t)  coincides with the solution of the problem 
~(t) = Dfc(t - h + O) + Ax( t )  + Bx( t  - h + O), t > f~, 
x(g~ + 0) = x(g~), 
and we assume that x(~i+ 1) = x(gi+l - 0), x(zt) = x(zt - 0) and similarly for the derivative 5c, i.e. 
the equation is satisfied at the right end-points of the respective intervals. 
It is clear that x(t) may have a discontinuity of the first kind at the point to, while ~(t) may have 
a discontinuity of the first kind at the points to, ~b. . - ,  "~k,. 
(3) Suppose that the solution x(t)  has been already defined in the interval [to - h, Tk], Zk > to. 
Then X(Zk + O) = X(~k) + Ik(X(~k)). 
(4) In the interval (Tk, Zk + 1] the solution x(t) coincides with the ~olution of the problem 
£¢(t) = D~(t  -- h) + Ax( t )  + Bx( t  - h), t > Tk, 
x(vk + O) = x (~)  + Ik(x(rk)). 
Its derivative £(t) may have discontinuities of the first kind at all points of the form zi + jh, 
i = O, 1 , . . . ,  k , j  ~ ~,  which are situated in the interval (Zk, Zk + a] (see (2)), and there is a finite number 
of these points. 
Thus in its interval of definition [to - h, oo) the solution x(t)  is a continuous function for t ¢ to 
and t ¢ Tk, k e ~. At t = Zk it has discontinuities of the first kind and is continuous from the left. 
Moreover, its derivative g(t) is continuous except for a countable set of points without an 
accumulation point: ~k, k ~ ~/ and Tk + jh  >>. to, k ~ ~w{0}, j  ~ ~. 
Introduce the following notation: 
2max(A) and 2mi,(A) are respectively the greatest and the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A; 
I AI = {J.max(Z'rZ))x/2 is the norm of the matrix A; I is the unit matrix of type n x n; PC 1(to) is the 
space of all functions ~0 : [to - h, to] ~ R" which are continuously differentiable in [to - h, to]\{zk, 
k e ~}. At the points ~1, T2,... ~0 and ~b have discontinuities of the first kind and are continuous 
from the left; If q~ II1 = max {supt, tto- h.to][ q~(t)[, supt Etto-,.toj[ ~b(t)[} is the norm of the function 
~o ~ PCl(to); [I x [11 = max{Ix(t)[, [~(t)[} is the norm of the function x(t) for t > to; B~(to, PCl(to))is 
the set of all functions q~ ~ PC 1 (to) and 1[ ~0 II1 < ~; v I-a, b) is the number of the points rk lying in the 
interval [a, b). 
We shall say that conditions (H) are met if the following conditions hold: 
(HI) The system 
~(t) = (I -- D)- I (A + B)x( t )  (2) 
has an asymptotically stable zero solution. 
(H2) I Ol < 1. 
(H3) Ik ~ C[R" ,  R"], k = 1, 2 . . . .  
(H4) There exists a constant M > 0 such that 
v[ t , t  +h)<M,  te~.  
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(H5) There exists a constant  a > 0 such that 
Ilk(X)[ <<. a[x[, x e •", k = 1,2, ... 
(H6) to<Zk<Zk+l< "", k >l l. 
(H7) limk-. ~ Zk = C~. 
Definition 1. The solut ion x(t; to, 0, 0) = 0 of prob lem (1) is said to be: 
1.1. Stable if 
(V~ > 0)(Vto e ~)(3,~ = 6(to, e) > 0), 
(Vrpo e B~(to, PC1(to)))(Vxo e ~": lxol  < 6), 
(Vt > to): [Ix(t; to, XO, ~00) 111 < ~" 
1.2. Uniformly stable if 
(v~ > o)(3,~ = ,~(~) > o)(Vto ~ R), 
(Vrpo e B~(to, PC 1 (to))) (Vxo e ~" :1Xol < 6), 
(Vt > to): LIx(t; to, Xo, ~oo) llx < ~- 
1.3. Asymptotically stable if it is stable and the fol lowing equality holds 
l im I[ x(t; to, Xo, rpo)II1 = O. 
It-'~ O0 
1.4. Uniformly attractive if 
(32 > 0)(V~ > 0)(3a > 0)(Vto e ~), 
(Vrpo e Bz(to, PCl(to)))(Vxo ~ R": IXol < 2), 
(Vt > to + a): ]Ix(t; to, Xo, ¢Po) 111 < ~- 
1.5. Uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and uniformly attractive. 
Fur ther  on we shall use the fol lowing lemmas: 
Lemma 1 (Bainov and S imeonov [3]). Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Conditions (H6), (H7) are satisfied. 
(2) m: [to, oo) ~ ff~ is a piecewise continuous function with points of discontinuity of the first kind "Ck, 
Zk + 1,..., at which it is continuous from the left. 
(3) p: [to, co) ~ [0, ~) is a continuous function. 
(4) For t > to the inequality 
ft'oP(S)m(s)d s m(t) <. Co + + ~ flkm(rk) 
to<Tk  <: t  
holds, where flk >~ O, k = 1, 2,.. .  and Co >>- 0 are constants. 
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Then 
E; l m(t)<.Co 1-[ (1 +ilk) exp p(a)da , t>to .  to<rk<t o 
Lemma 2. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) G is a constant positively definite matrix of type n x n. 
(2) The function V: ~n _~ R+ and V(x) = xTGx. 
Then for any x 6 R ~ the following inequalities hold: 
~min(G)lxl 2 ~ V(x) ~ &max(G)lx[ 2. (3) 
Lemma 2 follows immediately from Lagrange's theorem about the quadratic form V(x) = xXGx. 
Lemma 3 (Lyapunov I-9]). Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Condition (H1) is satisfied. 
(2) C is a constant positively definite matrix of type n x n. 
Then the matrix L yapunov equation 
[(I -- D)- I (A + B)]TG + G[(I - D)-I(A + B)] = - C (4) 
has a unique solution G = G(C) which is a positively definite matrix. 
3. Main results 
Lemma 4. Let conditions (H) hold. 
Then for to < t <<. to + h for the solution x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, q~o) of problem (1) the following 
inequality is valid 
I x ( t ) l<[ l  +(2  +aM) lD l+ lB Ih ]max{ Ixo l ,  sup I~Po(t) l}exp[IAIh+ Mln( l  +a) ] .  
t • [to - h, to] 
(5) 
Proof. For the solution x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, tpo) of problem (1) the following inequality is valid 
x(t) = x(to) + DEx(t - h) - X(to - h)] - D ~, lk(X(Zk)) 
to-h <<. ~k<t-h 
~t t+ lAx(s) + Bx(s - h)]ds + ~ Ik(X(Zk)). 
o to <~ tk<t 
Let c~ > 0 be such that Xo 6 ~": [Xo[ < 6 and the function q~o 6 PCl(to): 
(6) 
sup I~oo(t)l < 6. 
t e [to - h, to] 
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Then for to < t ~< to + h from (6) there follows the estimate 
Ix(t)l < 6 + 21016 + IDI ~ IIk(X(Zk))l 
to-h<~ k<t-h 
+lBIh~ + IA I Ix(s) lds+ ~ IIk(X(~k))l. 
o to<.~k<t 
The above estimate and conditions (H4), (H5) imply the validity of the inequality 
Ix(t)l < (1 + 2IDI + IBIh + IDlaM)6 
f/ + {AIIx(s)lds+ ~ alx(~)l ,  o to ~< ~k<t  
to which we apply Lemma 1 for m(t) = Ix(t)1, p = IAI, 
Co=( l+2101+lB lh+lD laM)& i lk=a, 
k = 1, 2,... and obtain the estimate 
Ix(t)l < [1 + (2 + aM)lDI + IBlh]6(1 + a)VIt°'t)e LAIn. 
In view of condition (H4) we obtain 
(1 + a) v[t°'t) <~ (1 + a) vIt°'t°+h) < (1 + a) ~ = e MIn(l +a) 
for to < t ~< to + h. 
Then for the solution x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, ~Oo) for to < t ~< to + h the following inequality is valid 
Ix(t)l < [1 + (2 + aM)IDI + IBlh-I6expElAlh + M ln(1 + a)]. 
The above inequality implies inequality (5). [] 
Lemma 5. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Conditions (H) are satisfied. 
(2) There exists T > to + h, T ~ zk, k = 1, 2,... 
problem (1) the following conditions are valid: 
Ix(t)l < r (r = const > 0), to - h ~< t < T, 
Ix(T)l = r. 
Then for the solution x(t) of problem (1) the following inequality is valid: 
I~(T) -:- ~(Z - h)l ~< sup I~(t) - ~(t - h)l + Ial + IBI 2r. (7) 
re[to, to+h] 1 -- IDI 
Proof. For t > to and t :/: zk the solution x(t) of problem (1) satisfies the equation 
So(t) = DYc(t -- h) + ax(t) + nx(t -- h), (8) 
such that for the solution x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, ¢Po) of 
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and for t > to + h, t 4: "c k the solution x(t) satisfies the equation 
Yc(t -- h) = DYc(t -- 2h) + Ax(t  - h) + Bx(t  - 2h). 
Hence 
[~(t) - ~(t - h)l < IDI I~(t - h) - ~(t - 2h)l 
+ IAI Ix(t) - x(t - h)[ + Inl Ix(t - h) - x(t - 2h)[, t > to + h, 
Let n >~ 0. Introduce the notat ion 
t 4: Zk. (9) 
I, = [to + nh, to + (n + 1)hi and b. = supl~(t) - ~(t - h)l. 
Let T 6 I.. 
With the notat ion introduced and condit ion 2 of Lemma 5 estimate (9) implies the inequalities 
I~( r )  - :~( r  - -  h)l <<. b. <~ IDIb,-1 + (IAI + IBI)2r. 
We proceed with the iteration process and obtain 
b. <<. IOlb.-1 +(IAI + Inl)2r ~< IO12b.-2 
+(1 + IOl)(Ihl + Inl)2r ~< ..- ~< IOl"bo 
+(1  + IOl + "'" + IOl"-l)(Ial + Inl)2r. 
Since we have [DI < 1, then b, ~< bo + ((Ia[ + IBI)/(1 - IDl))2r, i.e., for t = T, t 4: Zk for the 
solution x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, ~Po) of problem (1) inequality (7) is valid. []  
Theorem 1. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Conditions (H) are satisfied. 
(2) C is a constant positively definite matrix of  type n x n. 
(3) For the solution G = G(C) of  Eq. (4) the following condition is valid: 
( )  IG(I -D) - ID I  IZll - ID I  + BI+ Ihl + 21G(I --D)-IBI < ½,~min(C) ~/}~max(G ). 
(4) The function V: ~" ~ ~+ and V(x) = xTGx, where G = G(C) is the solution of  Eq. (4). 
(5) The inequality (x + Ik(X))TG(x + lk(X)) <<. xTGx holds for x ~ R"\{0}, k = 1,2, ... 
Then the zero solution of  problem (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
(lo) 
Proof. We shall first prove that the zero solution of problem (1) is stable. Let e > 0. We shall 
choose 6 = 6(E, to) > 0 so that ifxo e •", Ixol < ~ and the function tpo e Ba(to, PCl(to)), then for the 
solution of problem (1) x(t) = x(t; to, Xo, ~Po) we have I[ x II1 < ~ for all t > to. 
We note that by Lemma 4 for to < t ~< to + h the solution x(t) of problem (1) satisfies the 
inequality 
[x(t)l < [1 + (2 + aM)IDI + IBlh]6 exp[ lA lh  + Mln(1  + a)]. (11) 
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Introduce the following notation: 
V ~ = {x ~ ~":  V(x) < ~}, 
OV ~={x~R" :V(x )=~},  0~=const>0.  
Choose the constant 6 > 0 so that to satisfy the inequality 
[1 + (2 + aM) lO l  + In lh ] r~exp[ IA Ih  + Mln(1 + a ) ] ~  <~ x/~.  (12) 
Since Ixol < 6 and ~0o E B~(to, PCl(to)), then from (11) and (12) it follows that x(t)  ~ V ~ for 
to - h <<, t <~ to + h. 
We shall prove that x(t )  ~ V ~ also for t > to + h. 
Suppose that this is not true. First we shall show that x(t)  cannot leave V" by a jump. 
F rom condit ion 5 of Theorem 1 it follows that if V(X(rk))  < 0~, then 
V(X(Zk + 0)) = V(X(Zk) + lk(X(Zk))) <<. V(X(Zk)) < ~, k = 1,2 . . . .  
Thus we have shown that x(t )  cannot leave V = by a jump. 
Now the assumption that x( t )e  V ~ for all t > to + h is not true implies the existence of 
T > to + h, T ~ ZR, k = 1,2, ... such that x(t)  e V ~ for to - h ~< t < T and x(T)  ~ c~V ~ 
Transform (8) into the form 
( I  - -  O)Yc(t) = D[Yc(t - h) - £(t)] + (A + B)x ( t )  + B[x ( t  - h) - x(t)] 
from which problem (1) takes the form 
2(t) = (I - D) -XO[2( t  - h) - 2(t)] + (I - D) - I (A  + B)x ( t )  
+ (I -- D) - lB [x ( t  -- h) - x(t)], t > to, t ~ '~k, 
x(t)  -- tpo(t), t E [to -- h, to], (13) 
X(to + 0) = Xo, 
/IX(Tk) = Ik(x(~k)). 
Consider the total derivative of Lyapunov's  function V(x)  = x v Gx  with respect o problem (13). 
For  t #: rk we have 
12~13)(x(t)) = [(I -- D)- ID( Jc ( t  - h) - ~( t ) ) ]XGx(t )  + [(I - D) - I (A  + B)x ( t ) ] rGx( t )  
+ [(I - D)-XB(x( t  - h) - x ( t ) ) ]TGx( t )  + xV( t )G( I  - D)-ID[ (t - h) - ~(t)] 
+ xx( t )G( I  - D) - I (A  + B)x( t )  + xr ( t )G( I  - D) - IB [x ( t  - h) - x(t)] 
<<- - )~min(C)lx(t)l 2 + 21G(I -- D) -  ~ DI I~(t) - ~(t -- h)l Ix(t)l 
+ 21G(l - D) -181  Ix(t) - x( t  - h)l Ix(t)l. (14) 
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From inequalities (3) we obtain the inequalities 
~ ~ <  Ix(t)l ~</g(x(t))  
~/2min(G)' t ~ ff~. 
For t = T from (14), (15) and Lemma 5 we derive the estimate 
l?t13~(x(T)) ~< [ -- 2min(C)lx(T)l + 21G(I - D)-tDI I~(T) - :~(T - h)l 
+ 21G(I - D)- 1BI Ix(T) - x(T - h)l-II x(T)[ 
Xmin(C  ) N / /~ 
<~ v/--~m~ --(G ) + 2[G( I -D) - 'D I I£ (T ) -£ (T -h ) I  
41G(1 - D) -  1B I ] 
I 2mi.(C) x//~ + 4 ]G(I - D)-  1BI 
+ 2[G(I- D)-ID]( sup l~(t)- ~(t- h)l + 
k [to, to + h] 
367  
(15) 
[A J+ IB I~) I Ix (T ) I ' I  - IDI  
(16) 
Using Eq. (8), we find 
sup I.~(t) - .~(t - h)[ 
t • [1o, to + h] 
~< sup [£(t)l + sup I£(t -h)[  
t • [to, to + h] t • [to, to + h] 
lI-4-D[ sup I2 ( t -h ) l+ lh l  sup Ix(t)l-4-1nl sup Ix(t-h) l  
t • [to, to + h] t • [to, to + h] t • [to, to + h| 
~lI-4-Dl l lgbofl+lhl sup Ix(t)l+lnlllgOo[I 
t • [to, to + h] 
= (1 + IOl + IB[)~ + Ial ~(a)' < (1I + Ol -4-Inl)~ -t-Ihl mi:(G) mi 
where 
Ilrbofl= sup Igbo(t)l and IlgOoll= sup Igoo(t)l. 
t e [to - h, to] t • [to - h, to] 
(17) 
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From (16) and (17) for [?tl3)(x(T)) we obtain 
~,min(C) x/~ IG ( I -  D) -~BIw/~ 
I/(13)(x(T)) ~< ~ -k- 4 
+ 21G(I - D)- IDI(1 + IDI + IBI)O + 2IG(I - D)- IDI  
X 
We apply to the above estimate condition 3 of Theorem 1 and deduce the inequality 
[ x 2m,n(C) x / /~+2IG( I _D)_ ID I ( I+ ID I+IB I )61 Ix (T ) ]  " V(13)(x(T)) ~ -- ~ N/~max(a ) 
Choose the constant fi > 0 so that the following inequality is valid 
1 2rain(C) 
6 < 
4 IotI  - o ) - 'o1(1  + IOl + I B I ) ~  V~ 
Then we have ¢ .~, (x (T ) )  < 0. In such a case, the assumption that x(t )  ~ V ~ for to - h < t < T and 
x(T)  ~ OV ~' will not  be true, i.e., x(t) ~ v ~ for all t > to. 
Thus we have Ix(t)l < x/z/2,,~,(G) for all t > to. If ct is chosen so small that ~ ~< ~rnin(G)e 2, then 
Ix(t)] < e for all t > to. 
Next we estimate supt>to I~(t)l. F rom Eq. (8) we obtain 
I~(t)l < IDI IN(t - h)l + IAI Ix(t)l + IBI Ix(t - h)l 
< ID] I~(t - h)l + ([AI + IBI) m~(G ) • (18) 
Recall that In = [-to + nh, to + (n + 1)h] and denote 
c ,=sup l~( t ) [ ,  n>t -1 ,  
rein 
Then from (18) we obtain 
q = (IAI + IBI) m~(G) " 
Cn < IDle.-1 + q < "'" < ]DIn+lc-1 + (1 + ID[ + "" + [Dl")q. 
F rom the above inequality and condition (H2) it follows that 
c .<c_~+ q <6+ q---~-- 
1 - ID I  1 - IDI"  
Let ~ be a real constant such that 0 < ( < 1. We choose the constants ~ > 0 and q > 0 so that 
6 < ~e, q < (1 - ID I ) (1  - ~)e. 
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Then supt>to I~(t)[ < e, hence 11 x I[1 < e for all t > to. Therefore, the zero solution of problem (1) is 
stable. 
From the inequality 
V(x) <~ 2max(G)lxl 2
it follows that the number 6 can be chosen independent of to so that 
Amax(G)1612 < ;tmi,(G)lel 2. 
Then the zero solution of problem (1) is uniformly stable. 
Define the set 
V~ 1 = {x 6 •n: V(X) < 2min(G)[~]2}, 0C = const > 0. 
Choose 6 > 0 so that 2max(G)16l 2 < 2min(G)l~l 2, and from (3) it follows that 
{x ~ ~n:lxl <~} _~ V~ -1 (19) 
From the uniform stability of the zero solution of problem (1) and from (19) there follows its 
uniform asymptotic stability. [] 
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